
2021-2022 Annual 
Report Highlights



Canada Agriculture and Food Museum
Canada Aviation and Space Museum 

Canada Science and Technology Museum

Ingenium oversees three national museums  
of science and innovation in Ottawa.



Attendance at  
the three museums  

in 2021-2022:   

236,147



Collaborate 
to Innovate Access for All Strengthen our  

Foundations

Our 2020–2025 strategic 
plan goals



Ingenium is a  
catalyst for unlocking  

the curious and creative 
minds of a nation  

of innovators

Mission



Harness the power  
of digital to connect  
with Canadians
Many public events and activities held online; 
connected with more Canadians farther away



Collaborate 
to Innovate Access for All Strengthen our  

Foundations

Our 2020–2025 strategic 
plan goals



Annual Ingenium-NSERC STEAM Horizon 
Awards online ceremony in May: five winners, 
including two Indigenous students

Ingenium–NSERC STEAM Horizon Award Sponsors



New exhibition
Aquaculture:  
Farming the  

Waters



New exhibition
Earth in Focus:  
Insights from  

Space



Canada Aviation and Space Museum and the  
National Research Council are founding partners  
of the non-profit Centre for Advanced Research 
and Training in Aviation, Mobility and Space 
(CARTAMS) to foster innovation, education, 
training, and outreach programs.



Collaborate 
to Innovate Access for All Strengthen our  

Foundations

Our 2020–2025 strategic 
plan goals



Access for All 
through developing 

creative digital  
experiences.



STEAM-oriented  
programming  

reached across the  
socio-economic  
spectrum in the  

community.



In 2021-2022,  
we had 15 travelling  
exhibitions on the  

move across Canada.



Ingenium is committed to working with First Nations,  
Inuit, and Metis peoples to further develop our  
national collection, our programming, and our services  
to the public.







Collaborate 
to Innovate Access for All Strengthen our  

Foundations

Our 2020–2025 strategic  
plan goals



The three museums  
delivered more public 
and school programs 
online and virtually.



Despite setbacks caused by the COVID  
pandemic, we worked behind the scenes  
to improve our museums to enhance visitor  
enjoyment. We also launched several new  
exhibitions in fiscal 2021-2022.



New exhibition 
Soil Superheroes 



New exhibition 
Eyes on the  

Skies: Managing  
Air Traffic in  

Canada



New exhibition
Earth in Focus:  
Insights from 

 Space



3,358 memberships 
were sold in fiscal 2021-2022.

By fiscal year end:  
6,932 active Ingenium members.



Ingenium Centre is home to the national collection,  
and is a hub of excellence for collections care, research, 
and access for staff, adjunct curators, fellows, visiting 
scholars, and Indigenous Elders in residence.



Our national collection was strengthened with high-profile acquisitions,  
including a Delta Test Vehicle-3, ejection seats, and drafting table for our 
Avro Arrow Collection, as well as the General Sheila Hellstrom Collection, 
which represents her outstanding career as Canada’s first female General.

Image of 
General 
Sheila Hell-
strom.



Full details about  
Ingenium’s fiscal year 

2021-2022 can be  
found in Ingenium’s  

Annual Report.


